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Herein, supramolecular polymeric elastomers crosslinked by metal–
organic polyhedra (ElastoMOPs) were designed and developed as a
novel hybrid system featuring not only tunable mechanical properties
but also dynamic actuation behaviors in response to dichloromethane vapor.

Supramolecular architectures are ubiquitous in living organisms,
and not only endow them with structural complexity and functional
diversities but also make them dynamic and adaptive.1 Inspired
by natural species, artificial supramolecular assemblies such
as mechanically interlocked molecules,2 metal-coordination
complexes,3 and hydrogen-bonding based foldamers4 are oftentimes employed to construct smart polymeric materials with
self-healing,5 stimuli-responsive,6 and/or mechanically adaptive
properties.7 Among these modular structural motifs, supramolecular coordination complexes (SCCs) constructed by
coordination-driven self-assembly have received intense interest
in supramolecular chemistry and materials science. So far,
various discrete two-dimensional (2D) metal–organic polygons
or three-dimensional (3D) metal–organic polyhedra (MOPs) with
elegant and precise geometries have been developed for many
applications.8 The facile modification of versatile functional
groups on the peripheries of the MOPs makes them promising
candidates as crosslinkers in the polymeric matrix to tune
mechanical properties of materials.9 At the same time, welldefined cavities have the potential to endow the resultant
materials with additional functionalities including inclusion,
recognition, separation, etc.10 Therefore, metal–organic polygons
or polyhedra are emerging as attractive entities for the fabrication
of smart supramolecular polymeric materials.
Recent investigations have demonstrated the advantages of
the incorporation of metal–organic polygons11 or polyhedra12
into supramolecular polymeric materials. For example, orthogonal
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self-assembly driven by metal–ligand coordination of the metal–
organic polygons and other noncovalent interactions such as
H-bonding and host–guest interactions has resulted in hierarchical
superstructures with emergent functions which are difficult to
obtain by conventional covalent approaches.9a,13 In addition
to 2D metal–organic polygons, the hybridization of robust
3D metal–organic polyhedra and flexible polymers afforded
stimuli-responsive and topology-switchable cavity-core supramolecular gels, which represent a new class of soft materials.14
Furthermore, MOPs can also be used as monomers to participate in
polymerization for the preparation of MOP-hybridized membranes
with inherent characteristics such as hydrostability, processability
and separation.10,15 Although significant progress has been made in
this field, supramolecular polymeric elastomers crosslinked by
MOPs have not yet been exploited.
Herein, we propose a chemical design of metal–organic polyhedra crosslinked supramolecular polymeric elastomers, referred
to as ElastoMOPs. In particular, the ElastoMOPs consist of polytetramethylene glycol (PTMG) as the polymeric chains and
Rh-based MOPs functionalized with different amounts of hydroxyl groups as the crosslinkers. The former serves as the soft
domain of the ElastoMOPs, and the latter endows them with
tunable network topologies and mechanical properties. As a
result, the ElastoMOPs crosslinked by MOPs with more hydroxyl
groups exhibited a larger tensile strength and storage modulus
as well as longer relaxation time. The unique architecture and
properties of ElastoMOPs inspired us to further exploit their
potential applications in soft actuators.
The Rh-based MOPs with 12 Rh–Rh paddlewheel units and
24 ligands were utilized as the crosslinkers because of the good
stability of their skeleton when the solvent molecules were
removed from their cavities.9b,16 The hydroxyl groups which
can react with isocyanates were introduced onto the peripheries
of the MOPs for crosslinking the polymeric chains as well as
endowing the MOPs with solubility. Here, the principle of the
structural design is maintaining the same amount of discrete
MOP crosslinks in the polymeric matrix but varying the number
of hydroxyl groups on each MOP, and thus tuning the network
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Scheme 1 (a) Self-assembly of the Rh-based MOPs with variable amounts
of hydroxyl groups. The photograph shows the MOP-3 solution in DMF.
(b) Cartoon representation of the preparation of ElastoMOPs. The green
film was made of ElastoMOP-3.

topologies of ElastoMOPs. To this end, MOP-1, MOP-2, and
MOP-3 with gradually increasing amounts of hydroxyl groups
were synthesized by changing the molar ratio of isophthalic
acid (A) and 5-(4-hydroxybutoxy)-1,3-benzenedicarboxylic acid (B)
in the presence of Rh2(OAc)4 (Scheme 1a and Fig. S1, ESI†). The
1
H NMR spectra showed obvious upfield shifts of the aromatic
protons, which indicated the formation of the carboxylate–Rh
coordination bonds. Moreover, the broadening of the aromatic
signals may originate from the restricted tumbling rotation
of the coordination bonds (Fig. 1). In addition, the formation
of the symmetric MOP structures was demonstrated by the
simplicity of the spectra (Fig. S2, S4, and S6, ESI†). Then, we
investigated the typical formation of the MOPs 1–3 by matrixassisted laser desorption ionization/time of flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF-MS). For MOP-1 and MOP-2, because there
was no clear force to regulate the self-assembly of the mixtures
of A and B, statistical mixtures of the resultant MOPs were
obtained as revealed by the peak distributions according to the
MALDI-TOF-MS results (Fig. S3 and S5, ESI†). However, the
main peaks at m/z = 7362.1 and 7815.2 confirmed the major

Fig. 1 Partial 1H NMR spectra (DMSO-d6, 298 K, 400 MHz) of (a) isophthalic
acid (A), (b) MOP-1, (c) MOP-2, (d) MOP-3, and (e) 5-(4-hydroxybutoxy)-1,3benzenedicarboxylic acid (B).
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formulas of [Rh24A16B8 + H]+ + DCTB for MOP-1 and [Rh24A8B16 +
H]+ + DCTB for MOP-2, respectively. For MOP-3, since only B
participated in the coordination, a clean spectrum was observed
with a single peak at m/z = 4259.1, corresponding to the formula
of [Rh24B24 + 2H]2+. As such, we are able to prepare MOPs with
controllable number of functionalized hydroxyl groups by
means of coordination-driven co-assembly, which allows us to
construct ElastoMOPs with tunable mechanical properties.
The synthetic route to the ElastoMOPs is illustrated in
Scheme 1b. The prepolymer was obtained via the condensation
reaction of isophorone diisocyanate (IPDI) and polytetramethylene
glycol (PTMG, Mn = 1000 g mol1), followed by crosslinking with
MOPs and chain extension with 1,4-butanediol (BDO). Additional
BDO molecules were used to maintain NCO/OH = 1 for ElastoMOPs 1–3. Consequently, the final MOP contents of ElastoMOPs
1–3 were calculated to be 6.53, 7.15, and 7.78 wt%, respectively
(Table S2, ESI†). The resultant ElastoMOPs can form a kind of
transparent green film (Scheme 1b), which showed a characteristic
absorption peak centered at lmax = 599 nm, corresponding to the
Rh–Rh paddlewheel units (Fig. S8, ESI†).9b,14c The thermal stabilities of the ElastoMOPs were measured by thermal gravimetric
analysis (TGA). ElastoMOPs 1–3 exhibited almost the same thermal
decomposition behaviors, wherein 5% weight loss occurred at
about 280 1C, and the decomposition accelerated rapidly above this
temperature (Fig. S9, ESI†). Furthermore, we selected ElastoMOP-3
as a model system to investigate the morphologies of ElastoMOPs
by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and scanning transmission
electron microscopy (STEM). The SEM image revealed a relatively
smooth surface of the as-prepared ElastoMOP-3 film (Fig. 2a).
Moreover, the Rh distribution detected by energy-dispersive X-ray
(EDX) mapping suggests that the MOPs were dispersed throughout
the ElastoMOPs. In addition, since Rh has a significantly higher
atomic number than the C and N atoms in the polymeric matrix, a
high-angle annular dark-field STEM (HAADF-STEM) image was
collected to obtain higher contrast morphology in detail. Therefore, we are able to observe the discrete MOP crosslinks in the
matrix, which were shown as the bright particles with a diameter
of B2.95 nm (Fig. 2b).
Besides their structural characteristics, we hypothesized that
the increase in the number of hydroxyl groups on the MOPs
would strengthen the mechanical properties of ElastoMOPs.

Fig. 2 (a) Top view of the SEM image and EDX mapping of ElastoMOP-3.
(b) HAADF-STEM image of ElastoMOP-3.
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Thus, we studied the mechanical behaviors of the three ElastoMOPs. The tensile stress–strain profiles of the ElastoMOPs 1–3 are
shown in Fig. 3a. The mechanical properties of the three ElastoMOPs exhibited a continuously improving tendency with an
increase in the number of hydroxyl groups on the MOP crosslinkers. Typical elastic deformations of the ElastoMOPs were
observed with a strain of less than 20% with a linear behavior,
while clear yield points appeared at an applied strain of around
60%. After this, the tensile stress increased with an increase of the
applied strain contributed by the MOP crosslinks and finally
reached the maximum tensile strength of each curve. Additionally,
the curves of the ElastoMOPs 1–3 indicated that an increase in the
number of hydroxyl groups on each crosslinker led to more
polymeric chains anchored on the MOP cores, which further
contributed to the improvement of the tensile strength. In order
to evaluate their recovery properties, ElastoMOP-3 was stretched
and released successively for two cycles without interval. The
tensile stress of the second stretch cycle was manifestly lower
than that of the first cycle (Fig. 3b). However, after recovery of
1.5 h, the stress–strain curve overlapped well with the original
one. These results suggested that ElastoMOPs are dynamic and
mechanically adaptive.
To further estimate the dynamic features of ElastoMOPs, the
step-strain relaxation experiments were performed (Fig. 3c).
The ElastoMOPs were observed to relax the applied shear stress
as the skeleton of the MOP crosslinks were broken to dissipate
the energy, revealing the dynamic nature of the metal–ligand
coordination bonds. However, the relaxation time of the ElastoMOPs is highly dependent on the number of hydroxyl groups
on MOP crosslinks (Fig. 3c). Moreover, the storage moduli of
the ElastoMOPs were further investigated using a rheometer at
a 5.0% strain amplitude and shearing frequency ranging from
0.01 to 100 rad s1 at 40 1C (Fig. 3d). As the number of hydroxyl
groups on MOPs crosslinks increased, the storage moduli (G 0 )

Fig. 3 (a) Tensile stress–strain curves of the ElastoMOPs 1–3. Deformation
rate: 100 mm min1. (b) Cyclic stress–strain tests of ElastoMOP-3. Deformation
rate: 100 mm min1. (c) Step-strain (10%) relaxation curves of ElastoMOPs 1–3
at 40 1C. (d) Frequency sweeps from oscillatory rheometry of ElastoMOPs 1–3
at a 5.0% strain amplitude.
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of the ElastoMOPs enhanced accordingly, which were well
consistent with the trend observed in the tensile test. In general,
the introduction of crosslinks usually affects the mobility of the
polymer backbones and therefore leads to variable rheological
properties of the materials. As the number of hydroxyl groups
on MOP crosslinks increased, more loops and crosslinking
chains were formed, which resulted in the enhancement in
the moduli of the ElastoMOPs (Fig. 3d and Fig. S10, ESI†).
Therefore, the mechanical properties of the ElastoMOPs could
be readily tuned through controlling the number of hydroxyl
groups on the MOPs.
Notably, the incorporation of well-defined supramolecular
architectures in polymeric materials not only endows them
with unique structures and/or mechanical properties, but also
plays a remarkable role in providing specific dynamic properties
such as adaptivity and stimuli-responsiveness.17 Similarly, MOPs
with well-defined molecular structures should have the potential to
endow ElastoMOPs with dynamic functions. Indeed, we found
interesting stimulus-responsive bending behaviors of the ElastoMOPs, like the curling of some plant vines driven by ambient
moisture (Fig. 4a).18 As shown in Fig. 4b, once the ElastoMOP-3
specimen is exposed to an atmosphere of dichloromethane
vapor ( p = 47.4 kPa, 20 1C), the bending occurred quickly and
reached the maximum bending angle of 811 in 4 seconds. When
an air atmosphere was applied, the ElastoMOP-3 recovered to
the original shape for nearly 7 seconds (Fig. 4c and Movie S1,
ESI†). The specimen could undergo several cycles of the
bending-release process in 100 seconds but it cannot reach
the maximum bending angle anymore in the following cycles
due to the absorbed solvent molecules (Fig. S11, ESI†). Besides
this, there are numerous examples of stimuli-responsive behaviors
in biological systems. Inspired by the stimulus-driven unfolding and

Fig. 4 (a) Photograph of the curled vines. (b) The actuator behaviors of
the ElastoMOP-3 film (2.0  30  0.34 mm) induced by dichloromethane
vapor. (c) Plot of the bending angles against time for the ElastoMOP-3
actuator shown in (b). (d) Photographs showing the unfolding and curling
behaviors of the mimosa. (e) Demonstration that the leaf prepared from
ElastoMOP-3 can perform biomimetic movements upon exposure to
dichloromethane vapor and then being transferred back to the air.
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curling behaviors of the mimosa (Fig. 4d), ElastoMOP-3 was formed
into a mimosa leaf-like shape with a fixed petiole. The ElastoMOP
leaf exhibited quick curling response upon exposure to dichloromethane vapor and recovered to its original state when moved back
into air (Fig. 4e and Movie S2, ESI†). This biomimetic property may
be attributed to the gradient diﬀerence in the extent of MOP
crosslinks along the axis of the ElastoMOP-3 films determined by
the molding procedure, which led to the bending of the top surface
inwards.19 The molding procedure of the films was conducted on a
PTFE plate at 90 1C, where the DMA solvent molecules continuously
evaporated from the bottom to the top surface of the films, resulting
in the formation of MOP crosslinks in a gradient distribution
manner throughout its thickness. Therefore, upon exposure to the
solvent vapor, inhomogeneous swelling led to the shape shifting of
the ElastoMOP films. Such an interesting dynamic characteristic
highlights potential applications of ElastoMOPs in smart materials.
In summary, we have fabricated and prepared metal–organic
polyhedral cross-linked supramolecular polymeric elastomers
(ElastoMOPs) which feature well-established MOP crosslinks
and the consequent mechanical properties. In particular, the
tensile strengths, storage moduli, and relaxation time of ElastoMOPs can be readily tuned by varying the network topologies
generated from controlling the number of hydroxyl groups on the
MOPs. The unique structural characteristics and tunable mechanical properties of ElastoMOPs motivate us to further exploit their
potential in the design of soft actuators. As such, we demonstrated a
mimosa-inspired leak-like actuator made of the ElastoMOP film,
which can undergo rapid bending in response to solvent vapor.
Such a new structural design demonstrates an approach to
adjust bulk properties of supramolecular materials hybridized
with discrete MOPs. Therefore, ElastoMOPs will emerge as
promising platforms for the exploitation and applications of
mechanically adaptive supramolecular materials.
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